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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 3618-7808  6572-0195  Tel: 86-755-25353546  Fax: 852-3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
Office of the Communications Authority 
Ms. Tam Yunzhi, Chairman  
Dear Madam: 

Communications Authority
213 Queen's Road East, Wan Chai,HK

29/F, Wu Chung House
Tel: 2961-6333-1-8 Fax: 21104239 

www.ofca.gov.hk
webmaster@ofca.gov.hk 

Regarding the complaint to China Mobile Hong Kong at your files is: OFCA/M/CMS/179-20C 
Not long ago, while I was on your office's official website I suddenly discovered that you are the chairman of 

the Communications Authority. Now there are other public positions as the special judge of the Court of First 
Instance, the Law Reform Commissioner, the Chief Executive’s Innovation and Strategy Advisor etc., so above 
complain files that Director Mr. Chaucer LEUNG with the staff of the complaint department even are chairman your 
subordinate obvious, but they are to wink at communication operator can openly to violate《Telecommunications 
Ordinance》at liberty can to rob the phone numbers with reserve card fund of citizens so they almost become those 
bandit’s den behind the strong backing, so complainant me had to ask chairman you must at once to handle, if not 
the official with robber indistinguishable it will be a disaster in Hong Kong!  

As mentioned in the complaint sent to your Complaint Department already on November of last year it can be 
seen from main page of the www.ycec.com/HK/OFCA.htm, to take for a operator of China Mobile HK if must to 
cancel anyone telephone number the use droid in first have the duty at once to show the detailed information of 
the owner's stored-value card, and China Mobile HK already by writing to inform me their『stored-value card to 
packing the “operation instructions”already if has expired all the remaining value can not to refund and on the 
CMHK website can be witnessed.』as this is a lie even responsible at once in writing to reveal, if not, the 
accusation of swindle harmful operator that can be established so easy, that is your Office of Communications 
only needs to order China Mobile HK who must to give a written reply within a time limit and no have to 
investigate the space, yes or not?  

But the Director Mr. Chaucer LEUNG always ask for Mr. Chu Kwok Leung ghostwrite "in the 
investigation" only aims for stall to refuge for against regulations the criminal behavior of China Mobile HK!  
That is the Mr. Chu Kwok Leung why can be in a phone calling informing me: “…China Mobile already reply 
we, …and I also check the regulation, if to return a phone card for you are can't do…” on December 12, 2020, so 
as this coax left and right it exactly is your subordinate officer with bandit a brood so have recording can to 
witnessed, therefore, Excellency you certainly must order the Director with Mr. Chu Kwok Leung to stop or suspend 
payment of salary but retain office only can prevent ignite oneself! 

It was obvious, just as the call with Zhu Guoliang I also to inform the Department of Health by identify 
means of the medical fraud it just to lead today in Hong Kong with world without except the focus of people 
can't live in peace at here, because Chairman Tan madam you also is the innovation and strategy consultant 
members of Chief Executive, this medical fraud whether to relate to your advisory members or a "innovative" 
results are temporarily unknown?  However, if it damages the economy of Hong Kong and all the people can't 
live in peace, so you should can’t to look at the sky from the bottom of a well after again to take earnings come 
form citizen?  That because only need two sentence just can easy to eradicate, below： 

First,  that is smelly saliva or foul booger there necessarily have germs to know for everyone and "out of 
body" how could diagnosis "in body" the morbidity? 

Second, besides, CE CarrieLam to recognized those so-called medical experts as Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui 
to leading kit of“nucleic acid detection＂method will not to distinguish between different bacteria 
or viruses of "gene sequencing" difference, but only can let above "out of body" of come form in 
natural atmosphere that have excess thousand kinds germ if have one to remain a dynamic embryo, it 
will be jactitation as a "positive" diagnosis, otherwise it is a "negative"?     

Owing to above medical fraud which cannot be deny anyone?   From www.ycec.pk/HK/YellowPeril.htm 
or into ycec.com after again point of 20 or 18 paragraph that main page of Chinese CE CarrieLam, just can see in 
those facsimile letters to each official, councilor, the major lawyers, law firms and the media equal can be in 
clearly already to expose surely by me, but why 20 days ago the CE CarrieLam still can to threaten must "zero 
diagnosis" only can to relaxed so-called "against epidemic restrictions" also visible in the wireless TV, that will 
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lead to laugh after to fall front tooth, because everyone still have smelly saliva and smelly nose, yes or not?   
In particular, it can be seen from www.ycec.pk/HK/200128e.pdf I had a letter to the HKU Principal that a simple 

invention of “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” on Jan. 28, 2021, and after already to spread throughout HK, as 
the 3years a child if teaching will at once can to use, so if have any to infect as by SARS, bird flu with today to fraud of the 
COVID-19 or any cold to fever who are not required to take medicine can immediately bring down the fever…, the CE 
Carrie Lam the same to received on that day after to order all officer can’t wear mask on Feb., 04, 2021, and 
although who false to state because the “masks are not enough” it also can see still have some sensible, but Feb., 
05, 2021at once to evasive by an apology who on the day before yesterday to order “all officer can’t to wear mask” only 
for senior officials, and at once to shut frontier to order from the inland go back HK all citizen without except must close 
off 14days up today to regard as this “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” does not exist?  So by this can 
see behind the evil forces it are simply unimaginable!  

More particularly is, thorough to reverse medical ethics only by "out of body" the germs to diagnosis "in body" the 
morbidity after the“masks murder order” still more stunning, as last year of May to end in the 4days just had three 
policeman sudden death, from www.ycec.pk/HK/200602.pdf visible the cause of death by masks is undoubtedly, so I must 
at once write a letter to Commissioner of Police to inform must to be good use the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention 
Law” lest again have policeman to sudden death!   

In particular can see at wireless TV, all the mask students full to wear a sad face, so I also must by a letter send to 
Secretary for Education Mr.Yeung Yun-hung on June., 16, 2021it can see at www.ycec.pk/HK/200616.pdf, I already to 
inform above medical fraud, so can’t wrong to order all student into murder trap of mask unpopularity!  

And above-mentioned medical scam after, by CUHK an investigation report on Jan. 04, 2021 pointed out：
Nearly 90% of high school students have no again trust HK Gov. so already rung the alarm!  Still have 40% of H K people 
gave CE Carrie Lam zero mark and as of June last year the Peng Liyuan will to separate with Xi Jinping to 
temptation who that already have opportunity to be equal the Xi Queen even had the report…, anyhow, if again not to 
stop above the medical scam after the consequences will be unimaginable! 

That is I also just discovered Chairman Excellency, you are the tactic adviser of CE Carrie Lam with the status of charter 
judge, so above complainer me can’t but also must in here bring up a query to see you can or not to persuade CE Carrie Lam 
don't again to re-identify above thorough to reverse medical ethics the right and wrong it just as above medicine fraud only by 
a fake to diagnosis means, and still more must immediately on the TV inform citizen to use “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic 
Prevention Law”, the《Centenarian Exempt-doctor of Times》only can banner wave in HK to exempt as today unprecedented 
society chaos only can avoid criminal case in annals to heavenly principle not to tolerate!  

Such as the Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui etc. of so-called medical experts who have capable to deny?  If deny without 
end and again not to introduce give residents their murder resident the motive mentality that exterior evidence already can to 
set up, so rightly to arrest after to penal indictment at once, yes or not?  

More seriously is, now so-called medical experts, health officials with CE Carrie Lam also constantly on TV as by above 
fake to diagnosis means of medical fraud to cajole citizen must to shot flu and COVID-19 vaccine, it also as 2years 
ago, then the Yuan Guoyong also at media before cajole citizen must to shot the measles vaccine, but can see have a 
newswoman at once to sb.'s face asked:“…that he already written very clear, why still again to shot measles vaccine?”, so 
the Yuan Guoyong at once to transit: “now all HK citizen have the measles antibody already have been up to 99% of the 
people ..., needless to shot yes!”, “…that he” to point just is me had a letter to Chen Hon-yee of Director of Health on October 
07, 2016 and it can see at www.ycec.pk/HK/161007.pdf, as long as to use "saturated brine" all the measles germs to 
infect just can to get away, and the "saturated brine" still can use for a hygiene of family just can to lead life expectancy in 
HK to surmount 120years old not a question too…, because already to clear surely of the Yuan Guoyong if his evildoing not 
to stop but at the public place also must to transit that hence to come was inevitable!   

So no wonder every day he alth officials announce so-called the epidemic situation of COVID-19 afraid to face reporter 
change by written language in network to inquiries this shameful conduct also come to yet!  

Especially from www.ycec.com/HK/160519.pdf can see, I already on May 19, 2016 send a letter to Chen Hon-yee of 
Director of Health to inform that based of " virus vaccine" only by "virus" can self to copy in body to fabricate the fallacy only 
by a small experiment just can to eradicate at once, and to interpellation if the Department of Health dare not do this small 
experiment…, they to murder citizen and waste public money the surface proof will to set up also in this letter clear to profess, 
and to ask the Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui etc. have the ability to deny it ?  Or into www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm or transfer 
to .pk or .sg will still more clarity! 

Another from www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf or turn .pk or .sg also can see I had a letter direct report a case to Mr. LO 
Wai-chung of Commissioner of Police, as above the medical fraud complete control in hand of Yuan Guoyong, Sophia 
CHAN etc. office holder of Ministry of Public Health and to "open murder citizen" just is their specialty, and the attachments of 
to report case in police to including my letters part to CE Carrie Lam on July 16, 2018, July 30, 2018 & Aug.,15, 2018 to query 
why should be again conceal to public I in 2003 to rescue the SARS crisis the patent of HK1060833 to invent of the “wash 
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lung” & "freezing" two lifesaving treatment and only let above so-called medical experts with health officials to steal only for 
their friends?  And also to requires the Chief Executive must to be order Sophia CHAN with just to grant the GBS of Yuan 
Guoyong them must at once in writing to reply my letters only can to confess for all citizen of HK, the bereaved and 
historical account!  But no!  

I am even more blunt, those "vaccine" of no scientific basis just are poisonous profitless only convenience can in the 
dark to poison only for fool to enslave national of a obscurantist tool nothing more!  But then the Mr. LO Wai-chung of 
Commissioner of Police will immediately to place a case to handle just at once to kick out?!  

More particularly from www.ycec.pk/HK/191212.pdf or .com can see too, because still not open use for citizen that my 
invent of the “wash lung” & "freezing" two lifesaving treatment in HK to butcher the citizen already to exceed 300,000 person, 
and in inland to butcher all the Chinese still more 40,000,000 person upward, because CE Carrie Lam will go to Beijing to 
report on one's work on three days after, so I at once to claim must to incidental before letter to CE Carrie Lam at 
www.ycec.pk/HK/191121.pdf that an attachments with at www.ycec.pk/HK/191031.pdf the letter it same attachments give 
CEO that to Mr. Wang Zhi Min of China Joint Office director two letters to prints after to hand-deliver Premier Li Keqiang with 
President Xi Jinping each one to dealt with immediately, otherwise, the transfer points of historical sinners have ended here! 

How to handle by Xi Jinping with has nothing to do with the SAR Gov., and no longer conceal already witness & material 
evidence to having in the hospital them only can to stealthily use for one of the friends, but my invent of the “wash lung” & 
"freezing" two treatment to open use only is all citizen life of HK no longer to butcher of only one the hope!   

In particular is, if the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” is introduced to citizens, the plague can be 
eliminated for life, and only can to save more life of citizens, this only a basic baseline to be an upright person, Chairman 
Excellency, yes or not?   

And from www.ycec.pk/HK/YellowPeril-hk.htm visible already to bring disaster on the world by in HK to 
originate the medical scam also purely aims for me, just if inventor I from Shenzhen city go back HK must to separate 
only can convenient Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui & Sophia CHAN etc. above my report a case to Mr. LO Wai-chung of 
Commissioner of Police must to arrest those official of Public Health Ministry to poison to murder for me also just simple 
nothing more!  

Also due Chairman Ms. Tan you also is the strategy consultant members of Chief Executive, as above only for 
the murder inventor me that medical scam in the end is what the member’s "innovative strategy" or other had the 
devil in the dark to specific point it is your all members to discuss together the time come to yet! 

The more ought to kindly Chairman Ms. Tan you must to send word CE Carrie Lam understand to order Yuan Guoyong, 
SC Hui & Sophia CHAN etc. official of Public Health Ministry anyone can in writing to refute above my accusation and to limit 
on 14days before?  

Otherwise ought to at once to order to stop above the operate by identify fraud and not squander public money again to 
trick citizen to shoot the so-called influenza and COVID-19 vaccines, that only can to avoid all citizen of HK unceasingly to 
stupid, and this is the greatest disaster for the entire Chinese nation! 

Therefore, please can not find any pretext to delay not deal with!  

If you have any questions, please fax to 3007-8352, or email ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk and inform your contact phone 
number! 

And about my complain to China Mobile HK, please order Mr. Chaucer LEUNG Director can’t again to give shelter 
them open to be against regulations that the criminal offense, your office of OFCA only order the China 
Mobile HK must in a limit time in writing to reply and have not any investigation space, otherwise the public 
office staff their misconduct it will first to convicted!   

This letter has a total of three pages, and after can be seen at www.ycec.com/HK/210123.pdf or turn to .pk to 
download! 

Your sincerely! 
January 23, 2021  

D188015(3) 

                                               林哲民  

 

 

  


